To identify the main differences in LM simulations of the SAMS, particularly during the 170 LIA and MCA periods, we analyse monthly CMIP5/PMIP3 output for rain rate, and 850 171 hPa and 200 hPa horizontal winds. We also analysed vertical wind (omega) at 500 hPa in 172 order to evaluate regions of ascending motion. However, not all modelling groups have 173 saved this variable, so that this analysis was done with 5 models only and a figure of the 174 vertical wind changes is not included in the paper. All variables have been re-gridded using 175 a simple linear interpolation to a common 2x2 degree grid. 176
The Particularly, when the SHSJ is weaker and/or reaches a more equatorward location, it 269 promotes the incursion of synoptic disturbances to subtropical South America (e.g., 270
Garreaud, 2000), enhancing lower-troposphere convergence and triggering the wet season 271 onset over the region (e.g., Li and Fu, 2006). To identify simulated changes of the SHSJ 272 during the LIA and the MCA, Figure 6 shows the 30m/s isotach of the climatological 273
September-November 200 hPa zonal wind as well as the difference between LIA and MCA 274 periods. In general, the ensemble mean does not exhibit significant changes in the SHSJ 275 location over South America during either period, as also indicated by Figure 5b; Modeling, which is responsible for CMIP5, and we thank the climate modeling groups for 381 producing and making available their model outputs. We appreciate the comments from 2 382
anonymous reviewers who helped to significantly improve the quality of this manuscript. Temp anomaly wrt 1500-1850 ( Black contour corresponds to the 30m/s isotach of reference period zonal wind (1000-1850 CE). Only significant differences (p<0.05) are shown.
